
Piscataway Tech and School of Career Development 

 Summer Book Reading 2014-2015 
SECTION A 

All Students:  Students MUST select 1 of the following books, read, and answer the questions below, in complete 

sentences. (You can combine requirements, if it makes sense to do so.) Task is due September 19. 

Kindred – Octavia Butler 

Into Thin Air -  John Krakauer 

Cuba 15 – Nancy Osa   

City of Beasts – Isabelle Allende 

Hunger Games III  (Mockingjay) – Suzanne Collins 

The Adversity Advantage: Turning Everyday Struggles into Everyday Greatness – Eric  Weihenmayer 

 Present 
(Up to___ 

Points) 

Lacking/ 
Absent 

A. Title/Author 5 0 

B. Publisher, date 5 0 

C. Genre – What type of book is this, and why do you say that?  5 0 

D. Names and ages of 3-4 main characters, along with description of each. 10 0 

E. What type of reader might enjoy the book? (Audience) Why do you say this? 10 0 

F. Select an important quote by a character in chapter 4. Write the quote, and explain: 

Who said it? Why is it important? How does the quote have an impact on the story? 

10 0 

G. Select an important quote by a character in chapter 7. Write the quote, and explain: 

Who said it? Why is it important? How does the quote have an impact on the story? 

10 0 

H.  Select an important quote by a character in chapter 10. Write the quote, and explain: 

Who said it? Why is it important? How does the quote have an impact on the story? 

10 0 

I. What was the theme of the book? Why do you say so? 10 0 

J. Summary of story – 3 paragraphs. 25 0 
 

SECTION B 

COLLEGE PREP: Students must select 1 book from SECTION A (and complete the task), AND pick 1 of the following:  

 The Five People You Meet In Heaven    * Tuesdays With Morrie 

Be prepared to take a multiple choice test on the second choice by September 19th. ***This includes ALL students who 

may not have known that he/she would be placed in College Prep sections until he/she received a schedule. 

SECTION C 

Honors: Students must select TWO stories from SECTION A (and complete the task)  AND read the Maze Runner, by 

James Daschner.   

Be prepared to take a multiple choice test on the second choice by September 19th. ***This includes ALL students 

who may not have known that he/she would be placed in an Honors section until he/she received a schedule. 



             


